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The Native American tribes living in the 
Southwest region adapted to their harsh 
climate by using irrigation.  Irrigation is 
used to _____________.

A.   water crops.
B.   protect homes.
C.   hunt for food.
D.   carry belongings.



The Pawnee tribe of the Great Plains 
considered this animal to be sacred, and 
used all parts of its body to create items 
such as teepees, blankets, and shields.

A.   salmon
B.   buffalo
C.   deer
D.   bear



The Seminole built their homes, called 
chickees, on wooden platforms that stood 
three feet above ground. These types of 
homes helped the Seminole adapt to life in 
the ________.

A.   desert
B.   arctic
C.   woodlands
D.   swampland



What significance did cedar pole carvings play in 
the Kwakiutl culture? The carvings 
_______________.

A.   told about important events in the family’s 
history and indicated the family’s social position.

B.   were used as building materials to produce 
homes, clothing, and hunting devices such as 
traps.

C.   helped to create flat-bottomed canoes that 
were necessary to move along the shallow 
streams.

D.   were the foundation of the sharp-tipped spears 
used for hunting whales and seals.



The Hopi, lived in ______________ in the 
Southwest region.

A.   large homes made of cedar
B.   lodges made of bark, earth, and sod
C.   teepees that were easily moved
D.   pueblos made of clay



Scientists believe that the first Native 
Americans migrated over a land bridge 
from __________ to North America, and 
then into South America.

A.   Asia
B.   Africa
C.   Europe
D.   Antarctica



Native American tribes in North America had 
to adapt to various climates and 
environments.  One tribe used available 
resources to create thick, protective 
clothing and snow goggles.  They also sewed 
animal skins to make blankets.  These items 
would have been vital to which Native 
American tribe?

A.   Pawnee
B.   Nez Perce
C.   Inuit
D.   Iroquois



What does migration mean?

A.   a shift in the position of the continents
B.   a type of land bridge
C.   the flow of resources among tribes
D.   movement from one region to another



Which of the following is not a natural 
resource?

A.   cedar trees
B.   salmon
C.   artifact
D.   saw grass



The Hopi 

A.   could not farm because there was no 
water.

B.   raised corn, beans, and squash.
C.   lived in small wooden houses.
D.   hunted and fished for food.



The Nez Perce lived in 

A.   a wood house with totem poles
B.   a pueblo
C.   an underground winter house
D.   a palm-leaf chickee



The Kwakiutl lived in

A.   a wood house with totem poles
B.   a pueblo
C.   an underground winter house
D.   a palm-leaf chickee



The Hopi lived in

A.   a wood house with totem poles
B.   a pueblo
C.   an underground winter house
D.   a palm-leaf chickee



The Seminole lived in

A.   a wood house with totem poles
B.   a pueblo
C.   an underground winter house
D.   a palm-leaf chickee



What is a potlatch?

A.   a type of totem pole
B.   a pueblo
C.   a feast that lasts for several days
D.   a canoe used for fishing



What type of climate is found in the 
Northwest?

A.   mild and rainy
B.   hot and dry
C.   warm and humid
D.   extremely cold all year


